new client recently asked me if I could explain my
methodology for doing genealogy research . . . if
doing so didn’t mean revealing “professional
secrets.” My response? If only it were as simple as deciding
to share my secret methodology! Research skills and
methods are honed over years of doing research and are
shaped by each genealogist’s experiences. Those
experiences, particularly the ones that lead to hard-won
discoveries and the successful scaling of slippery brick
walls, also result in the development of strategic thinking
and a problem-solving mindset that expand the
researcher’s tool kit. Each new research project is a unique
journey. No two genealogical missions follow the same road
map even if all of them involve dealing with road
construction and detours along the way.
Having said that, there are some approaches I share
when presenting programs that always seem to result in
“aha” moments for my audiences. These methods involve
mining every bit of information in records including
identifying potential clues and drawing inferences from
secondary information that may be overlooked as we focus
on the key data that captures our attention when we first set
eyes on new documentation. Secondary information and
inferences can often be a means of enhancing the basic
value of names, dates, and places—thus helping add
context to facts. Context not only gives dimension to our
family history but can also open new avenues of research to
pursue. This is best illustrated using actual examples.

A

Genealogical
Research:
More Than
(Immediately)
Meets the Eye.

Census Records:
When I am asked how or where to begin searching for
census records, a question usually asked by those new to
genealogy research, my general answer is to work
backwards in time beginning with the 1940 U.S. census.
That and each preceding census record should be
thoroughly examined, column by column, entry by entry. In
addition, each page should be scanned from top to bottom
looking for possible relatives as it was common in years
past for families to reside close to each other. Extended
family members (siblings, in-laws, grandparents, etc.) living
together can also provide useful clues or confirm theories.
Recently I was doing research for a client and was trying
to identify her paternal great-grandmother’s maiden name,
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my belief being that it was most likely “O’Connor.” Sure enough,
in tracking Great-Grandma through decades of census
records, I found her (twice) as a widowed head of household
and living with her were two women identified as her unmarried
sisters, each with the surname O’Connor. When tracking GreatGrandma’s son, I found him in a 1905 NY census and scanning
the full page as per my own recommendation to others, I
spotted the young woman he would marry a year later who was
then living on the same Manhattan street with her Irish
immigrant parents and her siblings. That discovery gave me
the names of my client’s maternal great-grandparents, their
ages, and even the number of years they reported living in the
US. I used that information to locate a NYC marriage record
index listing for the Irish great-grandparents’ 1874 marriage.
Had I not scanned the full page of the 1905 census, I am sure
I would have eventually arrived at the same discoveries about
my client’s Irish maternal great-grandparents but it would have
taken more steps and more time.
So what else can you learn from doing a thorough review of
census records? Depending on the year the census was taken
(since the specific information included did change from decade
to decade) and beyond the name, age, marital status, race,
occupation, and place of birth, you can get the house number and
street on which your ancestors lived, each person’s relationship
to the head of household, mental or physical disabilities, literacy,
months worked in the prior year, school attendance in the prior
year, whether a person was born in the US or was an “alien” or a
naturalized US citizen and when an immigrant (naturalized or not)
arrived in the US. In some censuses women reported how many
children they had given birth to and how many were alive at the
time the census was taken.
Beyond that, you might want to take the time to review the
basic information about your ancestors’ neighbors. In writing
my first book Past-Forward, the story of my search for my
grandmother’s Irish roots, I did that for multiple census
periods. Census data on the occupants living in buildings on
the same Jersey City streets as my family over succeeding
decades told me a great deal about evolving demographics
including ethnicity (immigrants vs. native born), average family
sizes, economic status (laborers, tradesmen, etc.), types of
homes (multifamily vs. single family) and home-owners vs.
renters. It became obvious that what was an Irish immigrant
enclave from the mid-1800s to the turn of the 1900s evolved
into an Italian immigrant neighborhood by the 1920s. That kind
of context helps us better understand and relate to our
ancestors’ daily lives and experiences.
Ship Passenger Lists:
Unearthing ship passenger records for our ancestors
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presents more of a challenge than the search for census
records. With census records we have multiple chances for
success. Even if we don’t find them all, it is unlikely that we
won’t find any. Ship passenger records, being singular targets
made more elusive by foreign languages, an array of
handwriting styles, and phonetic or interpretative spellings, are
a different animal. Similarly to census records, the assortment
of data entered on ship passenger records varied over time.
Some formats included the name and location of the
immigrant’s closest relative in their home country and some
included both the immigrant’s place of birth and last place of
residence. In some time periods, passenger lists are leaner,
only having one page but, at other times, these lists spans two
pages and include many more categories of information. Once
you are successful in finding a ship passenger record for one
of your ancestors it is time to do a deep dive to scrutinize every
bit of information it offers and always remember to check if
there is a second page.
Working recently on the genealogy of two (unrelated) clients
of Polish ancestry, my research received a nice leg up from the
discovery and review of ship passenger records. In the first
case, while examining a passenger list page (top to bottom as
well as left to right), in addition to finding the name of the
immigrant I was looking for, just two lines down I spotted a
different but familiar surname that had already come up in my
research. A closer look revealed that the young woman I was
looking for and a second woman (the one with the familiar
name) were both headed to the same small town in New Jersey
and that both had been born in the same Polish village. Pulling
up some later census records, it became clear that the two
women were sisters. The older sister had come to the US first
and had married another Polish immigrant. A few years later,
she had apparently gone back to Poland to escort her younger
sister to America. The final surprise: after arriving here, the
younger sister married the brother of her older sister’s husband!
In the second instance, my client had a dual request for me.
Besides tracking her heritage back to the actual place of her
family’s origins in Poland, she wanted to know what became of
her Polish immigrant grandfather who had deserted his Polishborn wife and US-born children in Philadelphia in the mid-1920s
to make a new life with another Polish-born woman. I was
successful in tracing the family line back to Poland and then
began the search for the runaway grandfather. One of the first
things I found was totally unexpected: a 1934 ship passenger
record listing the missing grandfather, a woman companion,
and two young girls identified as their daughters returning from
a trip to Europe. The younger child was listed with the same
surname as her father but the older girl had a different surname.
That different surname turned out to be the key to unraveling
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the identity of the woman that my client’s grandfather had
taken up with—a married woman who left her husband and took
their child with her. From there I was able to discover that
woman’s maiden name, her ship passenger record when she
immigrated from Poland, and details of her first marriage in
Philadelphia. Eventually I tracked my client’s grandfather up
until his death in the early 1960s and, in the end, I was able to
knit together the story of his second life and family.

The truth is that
genealogy
research is an
exercise in
putting together
a jigsaw puzzle
with pieces that
do not remain
static but morph
and change their
shape and
significance as
the journey of
discovery
proceeds.

Other Records:
It is not only census and ship passenger records that can
be mined to extract secondary data, clues, and inferences.
Your research can benefit from the close and thorough
examination of birth, marriage, and death records, cemetery
interment lists, draft registration forms and other less detail
intensive documents. Take notice of who was the informant on
a death certificate, who witnessed a marriage, who was a
godparent or sponsor at a baptism or whose name was given
to the draft registrar as the person who would always know the
name and address of the person being registered for the draft.
That brings me back to the question I was asked about
revealing my “professional secrets.” I think I have duly let the
cat out of the bag on that one. The truth is that genealogy
research is an exercise in putting together a jigsaw puzzle with
pieces that do not remain static but morph and change their
shape and significance as the journey of discovery proceeds.
That means we need to dig deep in the pile and utilize every
piece to bring the picture into focus. It isn’t always the corner
and border pieces that define our family history.
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“Our ancestors dwell in the attics of our brains
as they do in the spiraling chains of knowledge
hidden in every cell of our bodies."
--- Shirley Abbott
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